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Abstract (max 200 words) 

  

The CNRep (Gathercole et al., 1994) is one of the most popular tests of nonword repetition. The test is 

composed of nonwords of different length, and normative data suggest that children experience more 

difficulties in repeating long nonwords. An analysis of the distribution of phonological clusters in the test 

shows that non-initial clusters are unequally distributed in the test: they only appear in long nonwords (4-5 

syllable). For this reason, we hypothesised that the difficulties children encounter with long nonwords may 

be influenced by the phonological complexity of the clusters, and not just by the challenge for working 

memory associated with length. To test the hypothesis, we compared repetition performance in long 

nonwords with and without a non-initial cluster in 18 children with language impairment and 18 typically 

developing children. The analysis shows that long nonwords with non-initial clusters are repeated less 

accurately by both groups. In addition, there was an interaction between cluster and age: the effect of cluster 

is absent in younger children and gradually increases with age. These findings suggest that phonological 

complexity may be having an impact on the length effect normally observed in the CNRep, and this impact 

may be particularly evident in older children. 

  

  

Introduction 

  

            Nonword repetition tests play an important role in the assessment of developmental language 

disorders and a link has been made between the ability to repeat nonwords and language impairment 

(Norbury, Bishop & Briscoe, 2001). Poor performance in nonword repetition tasks is regarded as a clinical 

marker of developmental language disorder (Conti-Ramsden & Hesketh, 2003). 

            Dollaghan and Campbell (1998) showed that purposely developed nonword repetition tasks can be 

more accurate than traditional language tests in assessing the presence of language impairment. In a large 

sample including 581 children, Weismer et al. (2000) confirmed the reliability of nonword repetition tasks 

as a measure of phonological working memory in the identification of language impairment. Botting and 

Conti‐Ramsden (2001) replicated these findings by comparing low and high performing children with 
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Specific Language Impairment (SLI) and concluded that nonword repetition is a good predictor of language 

performance. 

            Nonword repetition tasks can also be reliably used in younger, pre-school children, and these tasks 

have good sensitivity and specificity to discriminate between children with and without SLI (Gray, 2003).  A 

meta-analysis including 23 studies, showed that nonword repetition is a very reliable measure of language 

impairment (Estes et al. (2007), with children with SLI performing on average more than 1 standard 

deviation (SD) below typically developing (TD) children. A consistent length effect was observed with long 

nonwords being more problematic in clinical groups. Even when controlling for differences in short-term 

memory span, children with SLI show poorer performance in a nonword repetition task (Archibald & 

Gathercole, 2007). 

            Nonword repetition abilities have also been linked to reading. Gallon and Marshall (2009) showed 

that reading performance can be predicted by performance in nonword repetition. The authors claim that 

nonword repetition tasks are extremely important in the assessment of reading disorders, particularly in the 

assessment of dyslexia. In a twin study, Bishop et al. (2004) showed that nonword repetition tasks can be 

used to distinguish genetic and environmental factors in the development of early reading skills. In a 

longitudinal study, Gathercole (1995) investigated the relation between lexical knowledge, phonology and 

nonword repetition. The study showed that lexical knowledge and working memory are differentially 

correlated with nonword repetition performance, depending on the nature of the nonwords. Performance on 

nonwords that were previously evaluated as highly word-like correlated with performance on a lexical 

knowledge task whereas performance on nonwords with low word-likeness correlated with phonological 

working memory measures. Further, performance on the nonword repetition task was a significant predictor 

of reading performance in young children, suggesting a crucial role of working memory in learning to read. 

            One of the most commonly used tests of nonword repetition in the UK is the Children’s Test of 

Nonword Repetition (CNRep), developed by Gathercole et al. (1994). The CNRep assessesworking memory 

(which has been shown to correlate with both language and reading abilities) and phonological processing, 

and is often used as part of a battery in the assessment of developmental language and reading disorders 

(Gallon & Marshall, 2009, Gathercole & Baddeley, 1996). In this test, there are 4 types of nonwords, divided 

according to number of syllables: 10 two syllable nonwords, 10 three syllable nonwords, 10 four syllable 

nonwords and 10 five syllable nonwords. Normative data suggest that longer nonwords are repeated less 

accurately by all age groups (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1996). 

            According to the model of working memory proposed by Baddeley (2003) that we adopt in this 

study, nonword repetition tasks rely on what is known as the phonological loop, a subsystem of working 

memory. Working memory can be defined as “a brain system that provides temporary storage and 

manipulation of the information necessary for complex cognitive tasks such as language comprehension, 

learning, and reasoning”, (Baddeley, 1992, p. 556). The term “working memory” is preferred to the term 

“short-term memory” since it is usually used when referring to a multi-component account of memory 

(Baddeley, 2000). According to Baddeley (2003) working memory can be divided in three distinct sub-

components. There is a priority component, defined as the central executive component, which inhibits 
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stimuli that are not relevant in a given context and focuses the system on the stimuli that need to be processed 

in that specific moment. In other words, the central executive component focuses the attention on what is 

relevant to the current task. There are two further subcomponents, defined as slave components: one has a 

visual specialisation (the visual scratchpad), and it manipulates visual images for a short time, allowing us 

to perform actions in the world we move in; the other one has a phonological specialisation (the phonological 

loop), and it manipulates speech sounds and crucially rehearses speech sounds when needed, for instance 

when we need to store information until a person has finished uttering a sentence, or during first and second 

language acquisition, when new stimuli need to be learned and gradually moved to long-term memory. 

            In relation to working memory, it is well established that long nonwords require more resources than 

short nonwords (Gathercole et al., 1991). It is therefore possible to interpret the finding that longer nonwords 

are repeated less accurately by children with language impairment assessed with the CNRep (Gathercole & 

Baddeley, 1996) as a consequence of a decrease in efficiency in working memory. The CNRep is thus a 

successful test aimed at measuring working memory. Despite its wide use, the test has been criticized. 

            An early critique to a previous version of the test (Snowling, Chiat & Hulme, 1991) stresses that it 

is simplistic to regard the CNRep as simply a measure of working memory, even if referring only to 

phonological memory. The authors suggest that it is necessary also to refer to phonological processing, 

which is representationally and computationally independent from memory. Children may find the CNRep 

difficult for perceptual reasons, for segmentation reasons, or because they struggle in creating phonological 

representations of the nonwords. This may be independent from phonological memory. Archibald and 

Gathercole (2006) explored this possibility, and showed that children with SLI experience greater 

difficulties in repeating the nonwords in the CNRep that contain phonological clusters, suggesting that 

phonological complexity has a role in predicting the difficulties of children with SLI with nonwords. More 

specifically, the authors point toward the impact of output speech motor processes, since they found the 

effect of cluster to apply only for children with SLI, and not in the control group.  

            Another critique of the CNRep can be found in the analysis of Dollaghan and Campbell (1998), who notice 

that the nonwords chosen for a well-balanced nonword repetition task should not contain syllables that appear in real 

words, nor should they form minimal pairs with real words. This is because wordlike stimuli might be more affected 

by lexical factors and might therefore influence children’s performance, since children with larger lexica would 

be expected to perform better in tasks that contain nonwords with high neighbourhood density, even when 

their phonological working memory is limited. The CNRep does not, however, control for this confound, 

and some of the words in the test form minimal pairs with real words, such as diller vs dealer and differ, or 

prindle vs Pringles.  

Another factor that requires to be better controlled in nonword repetition tasks is prosody (Roy & 

Chiat, 2004). It is well established that prosody plays a crucial role in early speech segmentation (Echols, 

1996). Prosody is partially controlled for in the CNRep task, in the sense that stress appears in different 

positions across nonwords, and the position was chosen after checking the distribution of stress in real words 

of similar lengths. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that the majority of words in English are monosyllabic, 

and as such present stress in their only vowel. In addition, given a certain length, stress appears in different 
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positions depending on the word class (Roach, 2000), but this is a rather complex issue to control when 

using nonwords.   

A more recent phonological analysis of the test reveals that the consistently reported length effect 

might be influenced by phonological complexity and not just be a reflection of increased working memory 

requirements. An inspection of the distribution of consonant clusters in the CNRep task shows that non-

initial clusters are not balanced across syllable length (Cilibrasi, 2016). Specifically, these clusters appear 

only in long nonwords (4 and 5 syllable nonwords). 

            The present study builds on this analysis and focuses on the effect on repetition of non-initial clusters. 

Non-initial clusters are of particular interest because, according to several studies, these positions are 

psycholinguistically non-salient and thus lack confounds that may be present in initial positions (Beckman, 

1998, Cilibrasi, 2016, Marshall & van der Lely, 2009, Smith, 2004). Clusters appearing at the beginning of 

a word may be repeated accurately, despite their inherent phonological complexity, because they are 

presented in a psycholinguistically salient position.  

For example, Marshall & van der Lely (2009) found that both TD children and children with SLI and/or 

dyslexia repeated nonwords with clusters in medial position less accurately compared to nonwords with 

clusters in initial position, showing ceiling effects in stressed initial clusters. For this reason, we have chosen 

to focus on non-initial clusters rather than on clusters in general.  

Non-initial clusters are only found in the four and five syllable nonwords in the CNRep test, and never in 

the two and three syllable nonwords. A Fischer’s exact-test (chi-square could not be used because the count 

of cells is smaller than 5 in 4 cases) shows that the distribution of clusters in non-initial position is 

significantly unbalanced: χ (3) = 11.3, p = .004 two tailed (as previously reported by Cilibrasi et al., 2015, 

with a similar analysis). Considering the unbalanced distribution of clusters presented above, it becomes 

difficult to assess whether the difficulties found in children with long nonwords in the CNRep are the result 

only of workingmemory limitations, only to the phonological complexity related to the presence of clusters 

or to a combination of these factors. 

In order to investigate the potential impact of the unbalanced distribution reported in the CNRep, 

we analysed the assessment data of 18 children with language impairment and the data of 18 age-matched 

controls (based on clinical reports). The aim of this study is to test whether the presence of non-initial 

clusters has an negative impact on the repetition of 4 and 5-syllable nonwords in the CNRep, and whether 

the effect is mediated by the presence of a language impairment. Our hypothesis is that the presence of non-

initial clusters makes repetition of nonwords more difficult, particularly for children with language 

impairment.  

  

Methods 

  

            Design: We examined the contribution of non-initial clusters to the length effect observed in the 

CNRep by comparing children’s performance in long nonwords containing non-initial clusters vs long 

nonwords without non-initial clusters. The sample consisted of two groups of children: typically developing 
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children and children with language impairment. The design of the study is thus 2 x 2 x 2 (cluster: yes/no x 

group: Control group/Clinical Group x length: 4/5 syllables). Age was additionally included in the model.  

            Participants: Data from 18 children with language impairment and 18 controls were used. The clinical group 

consisted of 10 boys and 8 girls, mean age 130 months, SD 33.16; the control group consisted of 10 boys and 8 girls, 

mean age 130 months, SD 32.23. Control children were chronological age-matched at the individual level to the 

children in the clinical group. All children were monolingual speakers of English. 

            The data of the children in the clinical group was available under the agreement of the Linguistic 

Assessment Clinic, stating that anonymised data collected in the University of Reading Clinic can be used 

for research purposes by academic staff. The original sample contained data from 22 children, but 4 children 

were excluded because their language difficulties had a non-linguistic origin (hearing loss, childhood 

stroke). During the revision of this paper 3 more children were excluded (due to ambiguous profiles) and 

were substituted with 3 children with language impairment from the sample of Loucas et al. (2010). The 

children seen as part of the Linguistic Assessment Clinic sessions were all currently on the case load of 

speech and language therapists. They were referred to the Linguistic Assessment Clinic because they 

presented with complex linguistic profiles and the speech and language therapists required further, more 

detailed assessments of the children’s linguistic skills. All children had a history of speech and language 

difficulties and were attending language units and receiving speech and language therapy support. These 

children are representative of the heterogeneity and variability of developmental language disorders (Wells 

& Peppé, 2003, Bishop & Snowling, 2004). They were assessed with different standardised and non-

standardised language tests, depending on their presenting symptoms. Despite this variability, all 18 children 

whose data are used for the purposes of this study met 3 crucialcriteria: 

  

1.    They had language difficulties that were not caused by factors external to language (such as hearing 

loss or neurological factors) 

2.    They were all administered the CNRep test (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1996) 

3.    They were assessed with at least one other standardised language test, such as the Test for the Reception 

of Grammar-2 (Bishop, 2000), Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals-4 (Semel, Wiig & Secord, 

2004), Test of Word Finding (German, 1989), and performed at least 1 SD below the mean in at least one 

test.  

  

            All children had unimpaired non-verbal abilities. Detailed information about each participant is 

presented in Appendix. 

            The data of the 18 typically developing controls were provided by Lisa Archibald and Susan 

Gathercole (2006) and by Loucas et al. (2010). These data have already been described, and participants 

were categorised as typically developing children using standardised tests (specifically: Raven’s Coloured 

Progressive Matrices, Goldman Fristoe Test of Articulation, British Picture Vocabulary Scale, Test for 

Reception of Grammar; Expressive Vocabulary Test, in Archibald and Gathercole, 2006; British Picture 

Vocabulary Scale, Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
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Children in Loucas et al., 2010). Control children performed within 1SD from the mean for their age. The 

sample of Archibald and Gathercole (2006) contained 24 TD children, divided in two groups according to 

their age. We initially selected only the group that had a mean age closer to that of our clinical sample. We 

then added three children (during the revision of the manuscript) from the other group, who were age-

matched individually to 3 more children from our clinical sample (total of 15 children). During the second 

revision, 2 children were excluded as a result of exclusion of their age-matched counterparts from the 

clinical group. The data of the remaining five children in our control group come from Loucas et al. (2010), 

and were also chosen as individual age matches to children in the clinical group. The final group tested 

therefore included 18 children with language impairment individually age matched to 18 typically 

developing children. 

  

            Stimuli: We noted above that non-initial clusters are not systematically distributed across item-

lengths in CNRep, and that this makes results difficult to interpret since both clinical and non-clinical groups 

tend to find it difficult to process consonant clusters in a non-initial position. To test whether a word position 

effect was present (and overlooked) in the clinical assessment, we analysed the distribution of errors in the 

CNRep reports of the 18 children with language impairment, and compared their performance to that of the 

18 age-matched controls. The stimuli used in our analysis are the 4 and 5-syllable nonwords used in the 

CNRep test (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1996). As discussed above, non-initial clusters are not present at all 

in the CNRep in words composed of 2 and 3 syllables.  Fivesyllable words offer a clear ground for analysis, 

since half of the tokens contain a non-initial cluster, and half do not. 

            In 4 syllable words, the distribution of non-initial clusters is unbalanced: 4 words out of 10 contain 

non-initial clusters, and 6 words do not. For this reason, we coded the responses of the children as the 

proportion of correct answers. Other phonological properties are well controlled in the task. Specifically, 

nonwords are matched for syllabic length (Gathercole & Baddeley), and the task was created so that the 

stress patterns of each nonword would be the most appropriate for a nonword of that length (Gathercole et 

al., 1991). Wordlikeness was evaluated during the creation of the task (Gathercole et al., 1991 and was 

found to range from an average of 1.1 for /loddernapish/ to an average of 3.95 for /defermication/, 

independently of word length. In addition, wordlikeness measures correlated with neighborhood density. 

The fact that the test is well controlled on many phonological properties makes the analysis of non-initial 

clusters particularly reliable.  

It should be noted that the 5 syllable nonword, “pristoractional” , has been categorized as  belonging 

to the group without clusters for syllabification reasons. This is because most speakers would consider the 

phonemes creating the cluster as belonging to two different syllables, as in the real word “reaction”, 

syllabified “re–ac–tion” (Fallows, 1981, Treiman & Danis, 1988, Treiman & Zukowski, 1990). The main 

reason for this syllabification lies in the phonotactic constraints of English: the sequence of sounds /kʃ/ is 

not allowed either as a syllable coda or as a syllable onset in English. This is demonstrated by the fact that 

there are no real words starting or ending with the sequence /kʃ/. This claim can also be tested using a 

phonotactic probability calculator, such as Vitevitch and Luce (2004), which shows that he phonotactic 
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probability of  /kʃ/  in word initial or in word final position equals “0”. In comparison, the clusters in the 

other nonwords  belong to categories that speakers consistently process as units. Specifically, the other 

clusters are mostly composed of a plosive + liquid consonant. The consonants in these types of clusters are 

processed as belonging to the same syllable onset by English native speakers (Roach, 2000), i.e. they are 

not split between two syllables. 

  

Results 

  

Descriptive statistics for accuracy in nonwords with and without clusters for the two groups is presented in 

Table 1. 

  

  

The assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variance were checked. The repetition data were 

normally distributed in the clinical group, KS(36)=.109, p > .05, and skewed to the left in the control group, 

KS(36)=.178, p = .01. According to several authors (Glass et al. 1972, Harwell et al. 1992, Lix et al. 1996, 

Feir-Walsh & Toothaker, 1974; Havlicek & Peterson, 1977), these kinds of violations are not problematic 

for ANOVA. The homogeneity of variance assumption was tested using Levene’s tests and the results were 

not significant (p > .05 for no-cluster, p > .05 for cluster), so homogeneity of variance can be assumed. 

  

            A four-way ANOVA was performed, including group, length, age and cluster as factors. The 

ANOVA revealed a main effect of group, F (140,1) = 10.13, p = .001, a main effect of age F (140, 1), F = 

22.84, p < .001, and an interaction between length and cluster, F (140, 1)= 4.28, p = .040. No other main 

effect or interaction reached significance. Post-hoc tests showed that children with language impairment 

were overall less accurate in repetition than TD children, t (142) = 2.84, p = .005 (see Figure 1) and age had 

an overall positive effect on performance with decreasing errors in repetition with increasing age (see Figure 

2), as shown by the negative estimate (estimate = -0.004). The effect of cluster only reached significance in 

5 syllable nonwords: t (35) = -2.64, p = .01 for 5 syllable nonwords, t (35) = -1.03, p > .05 for 4 syllable 

nonwords (see Figure 3).   
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Figure 1. Proportion of errors across different groups. This figure shows the presence of a main effect of group. 

Children with language impairment made overall a larger number of errors than typically developing children. The 

histogram plots proportion of errors, rather than raw number of errors. The proportion of errors was obtained 

dividing the raw number of errors by the number of items repeated. 

 

 

Figure 2. Proportion of errors across different ages. This figure represents the main effect of age. Overall, as age 

increases, the number of errors gradually decreases. The graphs plots proportion of errors, rather than raw number of 

errors. The proportion of errors was obtained dividing the raw number of errors by the number of items repeated. 
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Figure 3. Proportion of errors in nonwords with and without clusters across different word lengths. This figure 

represents the interaction between length and cluster. While the effect of cluster is significant in 5 syllable nonwords, 

it does not reach significance in 4 syllable nonwords. The histogram plots proportion of errors, rather than raw 

number of errors. The proportion of errors was obtained dividing the raw number of errors by the number of items 

repeated (for each condition). 

In order to capture individual variation in the model, data were further analysed with a linear mixed 

model (LME) that included random effects of participant (Baayen et al., 2008). This analysis revealed a 

main effect of cluster, F (140, 1) = 5.139, p = .026, a main effect of age, F (140, 1) = 7.51, p = .009, and an 

interaction between cluster and age, F (140, 1) = 6.53, p = .012. No other main effects or interactions reached 

significance. Post-hoc tests showed that nonwords containing clusters were repeated overall less accurately 

than nonwords without clusters, t (71) = -2.67, p = .009. As in the previous analysis, increasing age results 

in a significant improvement in accuracy. The sign of the estimate of the interaction (+0.001) shows that the 

effect of cluster is mediated by age: it is absent in young children and it becomes gradually larger as age 

increases. 
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Figure 4. Proportion of errors in nonwords with and without clusters across different ages. This figure represents the 

main effect of cluster and the interaction between age and cluster. Nonwords without clusters were repeated overall 

more accurately than nonwords with clusters, as shown by the position of the grey line, above the black line. The 

interaction is represented by the different slope of the two lines: Performance improved with age more steadily in 

nonwords without clusters than in nonwords with clusters: While the black line shows a steep descent with the 

increase in age, the descent of the grey line is moderate. 

            The main effect of cluster and the interaction of age and cluster are shown in Figure 4. The fact that 

the line reporting accuracy for nonwords with clusters is nearly exclusively above the other line (which 

reports accuracy for nonwords without clusters) indicates that nonwords with clusters were repeated 

overallless accurately than nonwords without clusters. In the meantime, the fact that the slope of the line 

representing nonwords without clusters  is steeper in its descent than the other line indicates that the 

improvement in repeating with nonwords without clusters found with increasing age is significantly larger 

than the improvement found in repeating nonwords with clusters. While children of 100 months of age (8 

yrs 4 months) make a similar number of errors in words with and without clusters, as age increases the 

number of errors made reduces more for words without clusters than for words with clusters. Thus, older 

children show a significant difference in errors made, with more errors made in words with clusters. 
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Discussion 

  

            The aim of the study was to better understand whether the presence of non-initial clusters plays a role in the 

length effect observed in the CNRep test. It was hypothesised that long nonwords containing non-initial clusters would 

be more difficult to repeat than long nonwords that do not contain non-initial clusters, particularly for children in the 

clinical group. Our data analysis shows that all children experienced more difficulties with repeating long nonwords 

that contained a non-initial cluster, whether they had a language impairment or not.  

            The results presented in this paper, when combined with the analysis of the distribution of clusters 

in nonwords within the CNRep test presented in Cilibrasi et al. (2015) may help us to interpret what is 

measured by the CNRep test. The results presented in this study suggest that the presence of non-initial 

clusters contributes to the number of errors made by children in long nonwords. Since the non-initial clusters 

are only found in nonwords of 4 and 5 syllables, children might make more errors in longer words either 

because they are long or because they contain non-initial clusters. While the possible contribution of clusters 

in the patterns of performance observed in the CNRep task was previously reported by the authors of the 

test in a reanalysis of the test (Archibald & Gathercole, 2006), our analysis is novel because we also make 

an association between the pattern of performance and the distribution of clusters across different word 

lengths.  

            It should be noted that we found that the effect of cluster interacted with length: it was larger in 5 

syllable nonwords, and smaller in 4 syllable nonwords. Post-hoc analysis shows that, when taking the two 

subsets in isolation, the comparison between presence and absence of cluster is significant only in 5 syllable 

nonwords. This difference across number of syllables may be due to lack of power, or it might be a genuine 

effect of length: the longer the nonwords, the larger the importance of non-initial clusters. Further studies 

with purposely developed tasks may answer this question.  

            The validity of the assessment as an important contributor to a battery of tests designed to identify 

children with language impairment is not questioned: the test was previously evaluated on a large number 

of participants and revealed to be a powerful diagnostic tool (Conti-Ramsden & Hesketh, 2003). Our study 

is in line with this work: children with language impairment performed worse than controls in our analysis 

(the effect of group was significant in the ANOVA analysis). However, the unbalanced distribution of 

clusters in 4-syllablewords, as well as the absence of a natural way of controlling for this, requires attention. 

Thus, our results suggest that part of the word length effect often observed might be a consequence of 

phonological complexity rather than just working memory. 

            Other relevant patterns emerged once we included the random effect of participant in the model: this 

analysis showed that the effect of cluster interacts with age. Specifically, the effect of cluster appears to be 

absent in very young children and it gradually increases with age. This interaction reflects impact of age in 

the two different types of nonwords: in nonwords with clusters, an increase in age corresponds only to a 

modest increase in performance; in nonwords without clusters, however,  an increase in age corresponds to 

a large increase in performance. In other words, while nonwords without clusters gradually become easier 

as children grow older, nonwords with clusters remain difficult. This finding is consistent with previous 
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literature on the processing of clusters. Ebbels et al. (2012), for example, showed that adolescents with 

language impairment experience long-standing difficulties with phonological clusters, and these difficulties 

remain evident up until the age of 15. Considering our findings, it appears important to further investigate 

whether the word length effects observed in CNRep result only from individual differences in working 

memory effects, whether they are a consequence of phonological complexity, or if both of these effects are 

affecting performance. It also is important to determine how these phenomena interact with age in order to 

properly diagnose language impairment in children of different ages.  

Our study complements the work of Archibald and Gathercole (2006) and Cilibrasi et al. (2015) 

and it further explores the issues raised by Snowling et al. (1991). As Snowling et al. (1991) pointed out, it 

is clear that any analysis of the CNRep task must take into account phonological processing and not uniquely 

phonological working memory. Our result is in line with the work of Archibald and Gathercole (2006) who 

showed that nonwords containing clusters in the CNRep are more difficult for children with SLI, and has 

the additional advantage of avoiding the potential confound of initial clusters (as suggested by Cilibrasi, 

2016). Contrary to Archibald and Gathercole (2006), we found the effect of cluster to hold for both children 

with and without language impairment. This may be a consequence of the fact that we focused on different 

kinds of clusters, or it may be a consequence of the fact that the samples in the two studies differed in age.   

            Our pattern of results, as well as the analysis of the distribution of the clusters, should be taken into 

account in future updates of the CNRep, or indeed when developing new nonword repetition tasks. Our 

results show that when creating nonword repetition tasks, it is important to balance the distribution of non-

initial clusters. Particularly, it is important to include non-initial clusters also in nonwords which are 2 and 

3 syllables in length. By balancing the distribution of clusters, one can be more confident about the measure 

of length effects. In the absence of a balanced distribution of non-initial clusters the risk of overestimating 

length effects is increased.  

  

  

Conclusion 

  

            Our analysis shows that, when comparing the repetition of long nonwords (4-5 syllable) with and without non-

initial clusters, both children with language impairment and TDs are more likely to make an error if the nonword 

contains a non-initial cluster. In addition, our analysis shows that, when random effects of participants are included, 

age interacts significantly with the cluster effect: more specifically, the effect of cluster appears absent in young 

children and it gradually increases with age. Performance on repeating nonwords without clusters increases steadily 

with age, while performance on repeating nonwords that contain clusters undergoes a more moderate improvement. 

These findings do not question the reliability of the CNRep as a contributor in the assessment of language disorders, 

but they suggest further ways of interpreting its outputs: Length effects in the CNRep are normally interpreted as 

working memory effects, but the fact that non-initial clusters appear only in longer (i.e. 4- and 5- syllable) nonwords, 

and the fact that nonwords with these clusters are repeated less accurately, suggest that phonological complexity may 

be interacting with the length effect, together with working memory. 
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Appendix: Participants with language impairment 

SUBJ ID CA (sex) CNRep 

raw ∆ 

TROG-2 

SS 

TTC 

raw 

RDLS raw 

(SS) 

CELF SS ACE raw (SS) TWF raw (SS) TOWK raw 

(SS) 

BPVS  SS PhAB 

1 Ef1lac 10;4 (F) 15 55*    7 (3)* Naming 

24 (8) Synt comp 

    

2 Mm2lac 7;4 (M)     12 ∆ 55*   7 WC  16 (60)*  58*                       

3 Af18lac 9;1(M) 30 76*            11 UP 

3* WS 

     

4 Tm4lac 12;9(M) 38 92       <70*  

5 Wm5lac 14;2(M) 34 81*   7 UP      

6 Ef6lac 14;6(F) 29       36 (10) rec 

21 (5)* exp 

  

8 Lf8lac 7;4 (F) 18 ∆ 55*    5 (4)*Naming   85  

9 Gm9lac 10;7(M) 33  45  

(IV-V*) 

9 (8) Inf comp     138 (72)* 

Pic. naming 

10 Cm10lac 6;10 (M) 25 ∆   55 (78)* 6* RS   68 (101)   

11 Sf11lac 10;0 (F)    21 65*    19 (6)*Syntactic 

formulation 

    

12 Om12lac 7;8 (M) 17 ∆ 88   79*○ 12 (10) Naming   100  

13 Cm13lac 10;2(M) 16    5* C&FD  41 (68)*     88  

14 Sf14lac 10;5 (F) 2 78*   7 WC1 

8 WC2 

   71*  

15 Lf15lac 14;3 (F) 34 81*   7 RS    74*  



 

 

18 Jm3lac 9;1(F) 33 81*   8 RS       8 (81)*   

Rhyme   

1R 1354mdlou 14;02(M) 25    6* CD  

6* RS 

   81*  

2R 7005tdlou 13;03(M) 31    4* CD  

3* RS 

   73*  

3R 7008khlou 14;06(F) 32    4* CD 

3* RS 

   87  

 

Note: *-more than 1SD below the mean; CA-chronological age; CNRep-Children’s Test of Nonword Repetition;TROG- Test for the Reception of Grammar; TTC – Token Test for Children; 

RDLS – Reynell Developmental Language Scales; CELF-Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals (WC-word classes; UP-understanding paragraphs; RS-recalling sentences; C&FD-

Concepts and Following Directions); ACE-Assessment of Comprehension and Expression (Synt comp-Syntactic Comprehension; Inf comp-inferential comprehension); TWF-Test of Word 

Finding; TOWK-Test of Word Knowledge; BPVS-British Picture Vocabulary Scale (short or long form); PhAB-Phonological Assessment Battery 

○ this is a standard score obtained by summing up the standard scores of the core subtests and converting the value on a 100 point scale. The value obtained by Om12lac is 1.55 SD below the 

mean for his age (8th percentile) 

∆ Although the test can be used to assess older children with language related learning difficulties (www.pearsonclinical.co.uk), standard scores are available only for children aged 4-8 

(Gathercole & Baddeley, 1996). For this reason, only children within this age range were flagged if they performed 1SD below the mean for their age.  

 

 

  



 

 

 


